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Ghost of AAPOR talks past…



Errors are larger when opinion is more liberal or conservative



A hypothesis to test perhaps?



The research question for today

How much of the difference between issue polling and 
ballot initiative outcomes is due to status quo bias*?

*(As told by two sets of survey experiment pilots from 2020 and 2022)



2020 status quo framing experiments

❏ May 2020 survey experiments (N=3k) conducted by 
Data for Progress that measured public opinion on 2 
issues:
❏ Government run health-care programs
❏ Paid family leave

❏ 4 versions of questions about each issue
❏ Likert vs. binary choice
❏ Status quo vs. non-status quo framed public policies



2020 status quo framing experiments (ex.)

-

No status quo framing Status quo framing

Support or oppose 
reform

Would you support or oppose a 
government-run healthcare system that 

provided all Americans with health 
insurance?

Would you support or oppose 
changing from the current system to 
a government-run healthcare system 

that provided all Americans with 
health insurance?

Choose between 
reform and alternative 

Which of the following approaches to 
healthcare in the United States would 

you prefer: 

A government run Medicare program 
that covers all Americans

A system based mostly on private 
health insurance

Which of the following approaches to 
healthcare in the United States would 

you prefer?

Replacing the current healthcare 
system with a new system in which 

the government run Medicare 
program covers all Americans

Maintaining the current system 
based mostly on private health 

insurance



2020 status quo framing experiments



2020 status quo framing experiments



2022 status quo framing experiments
❏ May 2022 survey experiments conducted by Data for 

Progress designed to test status quo bias on policies in our 
referenda database (designed to mirror initiative voting 
experience*, N=~6k, w/ item variable missingness)

❏ Medicaid expansion
❏ Parental consent for abortion
❏ Background checks for gun purchases
❏ Marijuana legalization

❏ Three conditions
❏ Baseline standard issue question wording
❏ Status quo primed issue question wording
❏ Ballot initiative language question wording



Medicaid Expansion

 



 Parental Consent for Abortion

 



 Background Checks on Guns

 



Marijuana Reform

 



Conclusions & next steps

◻ Status quo bias likely explains some but not all of the 
difference between ballot initiative outcomes & issue 
opinion toplines
▪ And not always in the predicted direction

◻ Other explanations are harder to test in a “designed” 
setting but the gap seems to be caused by more than 
just this (in our formulation testing this)
▪ Will look at differences in states that have these policies 

on the books vs. not, other pre-reg’d subgroup analysis
- Low political info voters move more, etc



Questions? Thank you!



◻ Jonathan Robinson
▪ jrobinson@catalist.us

◻ Chris Warshaw
▪ warshaw@email.gwu.edu

◻ John Sides
▪ john.m.sides@vanderbilt.edu
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Appendix



2020 Experiments Results


